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Disc.CD No.502, dated 31.01.08 at Tirupati (Andhra Pradesh) 

 

Time: 4.41-12.40 

Student: Mothers wear black clothes in Islam, don’t they? 

Baba: Yes. The mothers belonging to Islam wear black clothes. Brothers do not wear black 

clothes. Mostly all the Arabians (people of Arab country) that we see (i.e) the Muslims that 

we see wear white clothes; they tie white turbans, but what about the womenfolk? They wear 

black clothes. In our Ancient Deity Religion, in the memorials that exist in the path of bhakti 

(devotion), is there any devi (female deity) who is shown to be only dark? Her name is 

Mahakali. What kind of clothes is she shown to be wearing? She is shown to be wearing 

black clothes. Other devis are not shown (to be wearing dark clothes). As such, there are nine 

devis especially, but eight devis are not shown to be wearing such black clothes. There is one 

devi who is shown as black in the form of Mahakali. 

 

How many religions are there? (Student – nine religions.) There are nine religions, which 

achieve attainments from God. Among those nine religions, does the form of Mahakali 

achieve attainments or not? She does achieve attainments. She achieves attainments, but she 

followed the Muslim religion. What? She has performed such dark actions….She did believe 

God, but then she has performed some such dark actions on the basis of which the lowly 

castes like bhangis (name of a community of sweepers), chamars (leather-workers), thieves, 

dacoits worship her more. 
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Even today, majority of terrorists are from which religion? People of which religion are more 

like terrorist? Mostly people of which religion are involved in stealing, murders in the world? 

Who are the terrorists? Those belonging to the Muslim religion. So, that devi emerges from 

Muslim religion only. She is not a Muslim, but she is the soul who converts into Muslim 

religion from the Copper Age. She goes to the Muslim religion. This is the special part of the 

one who wears black clothes. This is why she is called Maya, Maya Ravan. 

 

(She thinks) Nobody should see our face. What? People say, ‘his face has become black’, 

don’t they? So, will a person who has a black face, hide his face or show it? He will hide it. It 

means that the part of Mahakali is some such soul who is indeed a seed in the advance party, 

but she is a seed of Islam. She does establish a relationship with God, but she establishes an 

illusive (mayavi) relationship. She does not establish a true relationship. There is a 

relationship with God as well as others. The foundation itself is like this. So, will such a 

relationship continue with God for a longer time or not? It will not be maintained. So, that 

form of Mahakali has been shown. 

 

 

In her memorial a river has been shown in India. It is called river Yamuna. What? A dark 

river. There are two rivers in contrast with each other. One is river Ganga (the river Ganges) 

and the other is river Yamuna. River Yamuna’s water becomes black and what about the river 

Ganga? Its water remains clean until the end. It is said that a snake used to live in the dark 

river Yamuna. This is why…. because of that snake named Kaliya naag the entire water of 

river Yamuna became poisonous. Whoever used to drink that water used to die, whether it 

was an animal or a human being. It is about when? 
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In the Confluence Age world of Brahmins, when the Advance party started, then first of all 

that river Yamuna emerges. She makes a connection with God as well as others. What was its 

result? Her own part became black. How does her water of knowledge become? (It becomes) 

Poisonous. All the small children who emerge in knowledge and drink that water of 

knowledge develop a doubtful intellect (for God). A doubtful intellect means, the small 

children, who were born just now (in knowledge) who developed faith on God the Father 

….and as soon as they drink that poisonous water, as soon as they drink that (poisonous) 

water of knowledge they lose faith on God. If they lose faith on God, will they become 

helpers of God or opponents of God? They become opponents. 
 

 

Those who were helpers of God earlier, those who used to remain as the helping arms were 

cut off and that (soul who plays the part of the) black river, covered her waist with them. She 

indeed saved her honour by causing defamation. When those helper children lose faith, what 

do they do? Will they defame God or will they praise Him? They defame God. So, by 

defaming God, the honour of her waist is indeed saved, but the issue of God becoming 

incognito keeps spreading in the world. Even if people want to develop faith, they are not 

able to develop faith. 

 

Student: The mud of river Yamuna also sticks. 

Baba: Yes, the mud of body consciousness (of river Yamuna) is sticky. Whoever comes near 

(her) will stick (attach) to her but howevermuch you apply the mud of river Ganga (on your 

body), as soon as you take a plunge (in the river) the entire mud will be washed away. It 

means that the river Ganga has such pure knowledge, of a true (satwik) stage that whoever 

takes a plunge in that river, however much he may come close, but river Ganga does not 

become attached to him/her. The mud of body consciousness does not stick to her and what 

about the mud of river Yamuna? It sticks. What is meant by mud? Body consciousness.   
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Time: 1.03-3.28 

Student: Just now it was mentioned in the Murli, we should not ask questions to the Father. 

Baba: Yes. 

Student: Why? 

Baba: Then why do you ask? 

Student: Why is it so? 

Baba: Why is it so? OK, tell me, do children of fathers in the world ever develop a doubt 

whether this person is my father or not? 

Student: No. 

Baba: And here? Do they develop doubt or not over here? Speak. 

Student: Maya. 

 

 

Baba: Arey, So, when you develop doubt, it means that He is not your father; so you will ask 

questions, will you not? When everyone develops doubt here, so, when everyone develops 

doubt, when you develop doubt, when He is not your father, then you will also ask questions. 

If you have firm faith that this is the father, then why will you ask questions? That is why it 

has been said, you should remember only one. Only one is Alaf (the first alphabet in Urdu 

language) who remains standing from the beginning to the end and all the rest keep 

developing a doubtful intellect. Maya does not leave anyone. If someone becomes silent 

thinking, I will not raise any question now; then will he not develop doubt by remaining 

silent? 

Student: He will. 

Baba: Even then he will develop the doubt. 
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Time: 3.40-5.40 

Student: Baba, in today’s Murli it has been mentioned just now that the time from two to 

four is Amritvela (early morning hours). 

Baba: But if you woke up from 2 A.M and you continued to feel sleepy and wasteful 

thoughts kept emerging in your mind, then what is the use? Then you will become practiced 

to be careless. So, from four O’clock to five O’Clock, till quarter to five, even if you 

remember for three quarter of an hour or half an hour, but if you remember accurately, then 

which sanskars will you develop? Will you develop sanskars of accuracy or sanskars of 

carelessness?  

Student: You will develop sanskars of accuracy. 

Baba: So, who will benefit more? 

 

 

Student: But at that time a little (disturbance) happens. 

Baba: What happens? 

Student: Everyone wakes up and the environment starts to become spoilt. The environment 

is not good. 

Baba: Is the environment not good at four O’clock? 

Student: People start moving around. 

Baba: Everyone doesn’t start moving around. The more degraded (tamasi) people in the 

world keep sleeping till eight O’clock. The vicious vibrations increase in the world till 12 

(midnight) or 1 A.M. After that the vicious vibrations end. Even if ghosts and spirits enter in 

someone they create a lot of trouble till 12 (midnight) or 1 A.M. After that the atmosphere 

starts becoming cool. So, those ghosts and spirits also start becoming cool.  
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Time: 5.50-8.13 

Student: Baba, Shivbaba has given the knowledge in the Murlis: we should not give sorrow 

to anyone. We should not take sorrow from anyone. When a virgin (kanya) surrenders to 

Baba, her entire family feels unhappy, does it not? Then how should we follow the Shrimat at 

that time? 

Baba: If a husband seeks ‘lust’ and if the wife does not give ‘lust’, the husband feels 

sorrowful, doesn’t he? 

Student: He does. 

 

 

Baba: Then? Is the wife earning sins (paap) or is she earning charity (punya)? 

Student: Charity. 

Baba: How? The husband is feeling sorrowful. If anyone goes against the Shrimat, it will 

only increase sorrow. One is sorrow for a short period and the other is sorrow forever. Those 

virgins who surrendered and after surrendering, they became the children of the One Father; 

they have decided to follow the opinion of only the One Father and their intellect does not 

wander in the outside world (and) the members of the lokik home are feeling sorrowfulso, 

how long will they finally feel sorrowful? Will they continue to feel sorrowful till the end or 

will they also become happy? 

Student: They will become happy. 

 

Baba: When will they become happy? When the Father is revealed, then they will be many 

times happier than they are sorrowful now because the children have received the boon, all 

the members of your family will start following the knowledge in future. So, are they 

sorrowful because of ignorance or because of knowledge? Are they sorrowful because of 
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attachment or are they sorrowful because they have conquered attachment? They are 

sorrowful because of attachment. 
 

ª

 

Time: 10.31-14.47 

Student: Baba, what is the difference between a guru and a sadguru? 

Baba: Gurus are numerous because false ones are many and Sat means true; one is true. In 

this world is the entire world false or is it also true? Is there anyone 100 percent true? Then 

nobody can be the Sadguru at all. If anyone else has to be a Sadguru, he can be so only when 

the truth God the Father Himself enters in him. Then he can be true. Then it should be 

proved, the intellect should understand, it should fit in the intellect. (Thus) on the basis of 

understanding, if it is proved that God the Father is persent in him; so his role is of Sadguru. 

One is true and false ones are many. 

 

So, gurus are many, but Sadguru is one. That is why the Sikhs praise – One Sadguru 

Akaalmoort. What? ‘Sadguru akaal’ means he cannot be devoured by kaal (i.e. death). And 

the ‘moort roop’ (personified form) is of the Sadguru. It means that he is not incorporeal. 

What? He has a personality. He is not without any form. He is not unmanifest (avyakt). He 

comes in this world and assumes a corporeal form. Then he becomes the Sadguru. This is 

why Sadguru is said to be one. All the others are proved to be false and that ‘one’ is proved 

to be true. Gurus cause darkness and Sadguru brings light. 
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Since last 2500 years, when there was an increase in the number of gurus, the darkness of 

ignorance spread in the world. Everyone becomes sorrowful and stumbles in darkness. When 

the Sadguru comes, He brings light. Knowledge enters the intellect. With the light of 

knowledge, happiness increases in the soul. This is why there is a world of difference 

between a guru and the Sadguru. Sadguru comes only once. He comes only in this last birth. 

He comes only in the Confluence Age and what about the Gurus? They have continued to 

emerge for many births. There was an increase in the number of gurus in the Copper Age and 

the Iron Age. And what was its result? The world continued to experience downfall. This is a 

very big difference. Gurus make the world to experience downfall and the Sadguru makes the 

world to rise. 

 

 

Time: 14.50-17.44 

Student: Baba, a sentence has appeared in many Murlis, this one is not the giver of 

inheritance. That one is the giver of inheritance.  

Baba: What? 

Student: This one is not the giver of inheritance. That one is the giver of inheritance. It is 

mentioned in many Murlis. Although Brahma Baba listens (to Murlis) does he not come to 

know? Does only this come to his mind that ‘I myself narrate the Gita’? 

Baba: When they say, ‘He is the giver of inheritance’, then it does not strike their intellect 

that someone is going to come in the future. For ‘that one’ they feel that ‘that one’ is in the 

Supreme abode. That point, God, He is in the Supreme abode. He is the giver of inheritance. 

Their intellect does not know that there is a personality in the future who is going to give the 

inheritance of happiness and peace. 

 

 

 

Student: Has Brahma Baba still not come to know that the corporeal part (of Shivbaba) is 

going on? 
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Baba: When Brahma was alive in the year 68 or 67, did he know that (Shivbaba) is in 

corporeal form? Had he known that He is in corporeal form, why would he have kept the 

name of the institution as Brahmakumari Vidyalay? In the year 1966, 65 (Shiv) Baba 

Himself said through him in the Murli that the name Brahmakumari Vidyalay is wrong. The 

word ‘Prajapita’ should definitely be added. Despite that no Brahmakumar-kumari writes 

his/her name as Prajapita Brahmakumar (Kumari) till today because it has not fitted in the 

intellect of Brahma himself. 

 

Student: Baba, that is alright, but, now after leaving the body, it enters in Prajapita, now he 

narrates points; he  comes to know, but he never speaks (these points) in messages  when he 

goes there. 

Baba: Its reason is that when he is coloured by the company while entering (in Shankar) his 

intellect changes. Is there more power in the seed or in the non-living thing? (Someone said – 

in the seed). Brahma Baba is like an inert form, the root- soul. When he enters in the seed, 

then that (Brahma Baba) root also achieves power. Where does the root obtain its power 

from? It obtains (the power) from the seed. So, when he studies directly face to face, at that 

time his stage is something different, and when he goes far away, he is again coloured by the 

company of children. Then his stage becomes as it was earlier. 

 

 

Time: 18.46-20.43 

Student: Baba, what will be the first language in the beginning of the Copper Age? 

Baba: The first language. At that time there is a mixed language. It means there is the 

language of gestures to some extent and speech also starts to some extent because speech is 

an indication of body consciousness. Until when are the words emerging? Until there is body 

consciousness in us, there is speech. When the body consciousness ends , you will not like to 

speak at all and the soul will automatically be filled with such power by remaining in the  
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stage of the self that as soon as  we see someone, and just by seeing him, he will catch the 

vibrations , what do we want to say (to him). There will not be any need for the person in 

front of us to speak and the observer will automatically understand. There will not be any 

need even to see through the eyes. Even while sitting far away, the one who lives in a soul 

conscious stage, can listen to the language of  the other person who is in soul conscious stage 

(and is) sitting far away. He can understand him, and he can give a reply to him as well. 

There is no need for a mobile. 

 

Student: Will they reply through gestures? 

Baba: What else? Does it not happen like this here even now? Those whose hearts mingle 

with each other, understand each other’s words fast; others cannot understand. A heart 

relieves another heart. 

 

 

Time: 30.13-31.45 

Student: Baba, in the name of Lakshmi-Narayan, Lakshmi’s name comes first and Narayan’s 

name comes later on. Baba, why is it so? Why is it not Narayan-Lakshmi? 

Baba: Are Lakshmi-Narayan forms of God (Bhagwaan) or the forms of deity? 

Student: They are the forms of deity. 

Baba: They are the forms of deity. Are Sita and Ram forms of Bhagwan or the forms of 

deity? They are the forms of deity. But are Shankar and Parvati forms of Bhagwan-Bhagwati 

(God-Goddess) or are they the forms of deity? They are the forms of Bhagwan-Bhagwati. It 

is a form higher than the deities.  Between both of them, is Bhagwan greater or is Bhagwati 

greater? 

Student: Bhagwan is greater. 
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Baba: So, should the name of the senior one be mentioned first or should the junior one’s 

name be mentioned first? Shankar’s name is first and Parvati’s name is later on. All the other 

names like Radha-Krishna, Sita-Ram, Lakshmi-Narayan…………….. 

Student: Brahma-Saraswati. Brahma’s name is mentioned first and Saraswati’s name is 

mentioned afterwards. 

Baba: Yes; so, Shiv entered Brahma, didn’t He? Or did Shiv enter in Saraswati? Shiv entered 

in Brahma. So, will Shiv be placed first or Saraswati be placed first? 

Student: Shiv will be placed ahead. 

 

 

Time: 31.50-32.35 

Student: Baba, why does Brahma Baba come in Gulzar Dadi in the night? Why does he not 

come (in her) in the day time? 

Baba: Is Brahma Baba the Moon or the Sun? 

Everyone said – The Moon. 

Baba: So, why does the Moon rise only in the night and why not in the day time? Does the 

Moon rise in the night or in the day? It emerges in the night. If the Moon emerges in the day 

time, then its light will not be visible at all. It will be faded. It will appear to be faded. That is 

why it is clever. When does it emerge? It emerges in the night.  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Note: The words in italics are Hindi words. Some words have been added in the brackets by 

the translator for better understanding of the translation. 
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